
17:35:00 Cole Graber-Mitchell: So thank you all for having us here. We are the Senate’s representatives to
this complaint, we're going to talk about why the email that the Senate sent out on May 18, 2021 was
absolutely valid under the Constitution. And our first point is that what AAS should and should not do is for
voters to decide during elections, and not for the JC. And so our argument is that the JC decides what AAS can
and cannot do. So we're going to really focus on what the constitution and bylaws allow the AAS to do, not
necessarily what is most advisable, only what the AAS is capable of. So our first point is that bylaw 20-- well,
first of all, the Constitution talks about emails I think in one place, and that's when it talks about elections. It
says you have to send emails at certain times and you can't send emails about elections at different times. Other
than that, the Constitution is largely silent on the issue of emails, so the complaint turned to Bylaw number 20:
The AAS email account. This bylaw, we argue, does not impose a substantial bar on what the AAS may use its
email account for. What it instead imposes is a procedural bar, and so I'm going to go into what that means.
The bylaw says, if I can get to it… Let's see… The bylaw says that the AAS email must only be used for
official AAS business. This document is not numbered, one moment. Okay. “The AAS account and email lists
may only be used for official AAS purposes including but not limited to announcements regarding elections,
referenda, amendments, at large committee seats, surveys, senate projects, and AAS vans.” So our first
argument is that this language says the only thing or the AAS can be used for is official AAS business, and
cannot be used for personal purposes. For instance, the Secretary could not use the AAS email and the AAS
email lists, which go out to all students, to send out personal ads or to say I like such and such professor. But
the AAS could, as long as something is approved by the AAS in, in a, in a fair and in a full meeting with
quorum,then we are allowed to send it out via our email. It's one of the core purposes of the AAS, to make
statements, sign them, and then send them out to the student body. That's at the heart of what we do. We do it
all the time, we send out emails, like the one we sent out a couple of weeks ago about what happened at
UMass. we sent out emails last year about about this topic, but also about the black minds matter walk out, and
about #reclaimAmherst and a number of other issues that we found to be important. All of those things were
official AAS purposes, not because you can see in the constitution that, you know, it says the purpose of the
AAS is to do this, but instead because we signed our name and voted on them. The email that was sent out on
May 18th was unanimously approved by the Senate in the May 17th meeting, the clearest indication of all that
the AAS, the senate, found this to be clearly within our business. If you don't agree with me that this bylaw is a
procedural rather than substantive bar (it sets limits on what we can send out based on what the Senate has
approved rather than the content of our statements) then, I urge you to read this bylaw, and the email as clearly
within the representation purpose of the student senate. And so, for the, for the purposes of argument, I'm
going to say, say you don't believe that I just argued for, now I'm going to talk about why there's another reason
that this email is constitutional. If we turn to the Constitution, the Senate, the first thing that the Constitution
says that is of any importance is that the Senate shall represent the student body, serve as an advocate for
student interests, and present the forum for opinions and issues to be raised. A few sentences later: the Senate
shall represent the student body to the faculty, the administration, and the community at large. Now, as a matter
of reading and interpreting constitutions, we're going to argue that the preamble does not pose any limitations
on the interpretation of the text. That is, it is very vague language that should guide the AAS as we use our
discretion to sign onto statements, but does not constrain us on particular issues. So instead we look towards
the Purpose of the Senate [section], and the very first purpose is to be a representative body to the community
at large. AAS, making an opinionated statement about a controversial topic that matters to students on this
campus and that matters in the world, is a core part of that representative purpose. I urge the JC not to adopt a
ruling that would prevent the AAS, if we were back in the 90s or whenever, from saying something about
South African apartheid. I would urge the JC not to adopt a rule that would prevent the AAS from saying
something about Vietnam, from saying something about World War Two, just because it's not happening here
on campus.What we talked about in that email mattered to students on campus, and the days immediately



before and following the email we saw teach-ins. We saw a candlelight vigil on campus. The AAS was well
within its representational purposes to come to an opinion on the topic, pass it, write an email about it and send
it out. And now, even if you do not. Well, I have another argument, but I'm going to stop there because I've
been talking for a while and I don't want to make it any more confusing. And so even if you don't accept me on
that point I have a third reason. So be sure to ask me about that later.
17:41:21 Jasper Liles: All right, well, thank you Cole for that. So do you want to do questions and then
resume the statement after that? It seems like that's...
17:41:41 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Yeah, sure, and for questions we were thinking that any of us could answer.
We just wanted one person to give an opening argument.
17:41:34 Jasper Liles: Okay, great. Well, we'll take questions from JC.
17:41:45 Josh Kim: Okay. Hey, Cole. Um, so I just kind of wanted to talk about your, your sort of your main
point about how AAS is meant to be a representative body. So it seems like this whole talk about, um, you
know, sort of being representative, you know, could mean that both sides of a particular issue are supposed to
be taken into account. So, sort of, when you talk about being a representative body, what do you specifically
mean by that?
17:42:19 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Yeah. So real quick. Yeah, it's a great question, and I really should clarify. To
be a representative body is not to reflect, or espouse all of the opinions of your constituents. I mean, clearly
that would be impossible. On any issue that you pick there are people on this campus who have different
opinions. So right out of the bat we know that being a representative body does not mean that the AAS needs
to adopt the positions of its constituents. But then again, what does representative mean? And that's a very
tough question. I would say, first and foremost, it means that AAS is responsive to the people that we
represent. That's why we have elections, you know, we are all elected as members of our student body to
represent our peers. That's also why we have public comment at every meeting and publish our minutes, so we
can be held accountable. For example, to send out this email, somebody could have written an article and the
student or put a message on an Instagram story, saying you don't agree with what the AAS said. Some of those
things did happen and that's absolutely allowed. But it doesn't mean that we're not being representative simply
because we did not say: here's one side of an issue and here's another side of an issue. As a body, we're allowed
to make opinionated statements. We're allowed to take sides. We do that all the time with the administration.
And when we endorsed the walkout, for instance, last spring, there were many students in the student body
who might not approve of a walkout. They might say our studies are more important than this protest, and yet
we took sides nonetheless.It would neuter our ability to be a representative body to take away the ability to
actually pick a side and advocate for it. That's at the core of what it means to be representative. Not everybody
will always agree with us, but that doesn't mean that we're not still representing the student body.
17:44:23 Taz Kim: Hey everybody, thanks for coming. Um, last session, there was a controversy regarding the
question of authorship, you know, especially regarding the minutes as well. Could you speak to this question of
authorship if possible?
17:44:52 Dania Hallak: Yes. So, the authorship of that email, it was constructed by AAS members. So, I just
wanted to clarify that because I was at the hearing previously, and I know the members who spoke said that it
was constructed by MSA and MENAA and that is not correct. MSA and MENAA I believe did look at the
email and were consulted about it. Would that be a correct statement?
17:45:17 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Um, I mean words get tricky here, but I would certainly say that before
anybody had written anything, a number of senators, David, you know, David. David Rosa emailed a number
of senators and said we should write an email about what's happening in Palestine right now. And then Basma
responded and said, you know, MENAA and MSA are working on an email, I can send it along. I was part of
the team that got that email and looked it over, and we made very substantial edits to it, to the point of
removing entire paragraphs, changing basically every sentence in it. We made it truly the AAS's email, and



then the AAS signed on to it in authorship and notably MSA and MENAA did not sign on because at that point
they had not authored the email. And so regardless of, you know, who typed each word into the Google Doc, it
was worked on by a team of AAS senators, authored by them, approved by the Senate, and then sent out.
17:46:18 Dania Hallak: But it's really important to point out that the initiative to write the email was by AAS
members specifically; a member who was an active member of the Restorative Justice Office, which is why we
kind of initiated that talk to send out such an email.
17:46:46 Alexandre Jabor: So just generally, um, I was hoping any of you guys could walk us through
exactly how the process goes for these emails to be written in general, not necessarily just when it can go
towards other emails as well but how does it generally go? Is there a procedure for it and how does it work in
terms of, does an organization reach out to AAS let’s say, or does AAS reach out to an organization, let's say,
how does that go especially when these emails will also cite walkouts or teach-ins that sort of thing.
17:47:15 Dania Hallak: I would say generally the emails are written by AAS members which is exactly what
was done in this one. It was an initiative that was based, it was kind of a reaction to events are happening on
campus, and AAS being a representative body and responsive body responding to those events, and therefore,
writing an email, the details of who writes the email, it's mostly like I guess like it's just like senators like who
kind of volunteer to write such an email and let people who have the time, we don't like force anybody in
Senate to write specifically. I think that was actually a discussion about who should like because sometimes
certain senators are burdened with writing so many emails. So that's pretty much how it works. Yeah. Yes.
17:47:56 Kyabeth Rincon: And then afterwards. After we select the senators who have time to write the
email, it's then put in our group chat, or discuss it in person. And then we edit it or single senators edit things
that they should go in the email or shouldn't go in the email but across the board, senators all look at the email
before they get sent out.
17:48:33 Dania Hallak: Yes, and senators should look at the email before any motion is sent out to approve or
send out that email. Yeah, that is the expectation.
Kyabeth Rincon: And then the beauty of in itself is that it's a representation of characters so it might not be a
certain organization like BSU or something reaching out to senate saying, Hey, can you make a statement
about this, it's senators are presenting what they think is their student body thinking “hey like we should talk
about this.” And then it gets passed for example the last email we sent, which was a response to the things that
are occurring at UMass, we did it in the Senate. It wasn't like a BSU thing or an ACSU thing, it was Senate
acting as a representational body.
17:49:09 Cole Graber-Mitchell: There are a couple of times, I can't remember the exact instances but last
year I know we did this at least once, where we were asked to send out a piece of information on behalf of a
student group. And we decided that it was important enough to send out and in that case we said here's a
message from blank. We quoted them, and it was very clear that we had not authored the message that does
happen but it's very rare. Usually it goes through the process that was explained.
17:49:40 Dania Hallak: I guess I would add a quick point and I guess like when I say it's representative is like
an example that we can get this one of the emails that we send out somebody motioned to pass it, and
somebody was like actually wait like I like I haven't had the chance to look at it yet, can we like, get more time
to look at it, so then like that motion was like, like the email, had to like first be looked at that and then we
motioned, so I guess when we say it's representative it's truly taking in the opinions of all the represents, like
the senators who are in the Senate who were voted on and who were elected into Senate. So when we say it's
representative it's like, senators are getting the chance to look at these emails and like motioning to recommend
them and they, they're not pressured to just say yes because, given that example they just like like like they had
the ability to like pause the motion and like, look at the email and actually then like we motion it or make edits
to it and then we motion it. So I guess that's also another example of what we mean when we say it's
representative.



17:50:44 Alexandre Jabor: Just a bit of a follow up to that then. One of the issues that was brought up at the
previous hearing was some of the sources that were cited in the email. And that was something that the
complainant cited in the complaint itself so my question is, you know, since this was something that was, you
know, according to you guys essentially authored by the Senate, and everything was changed from whatever
source email it came from, um, could you speak a little bit as to how those sources were selected, or at least
even, who was involved in some of the major structural changes to this.
17:51:21 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Um, so I did a lot of kind of line edits to make things more understandable. I
know Ilyssa Forman was involved in drafting. I think David was, it was, it was one of- his ideas in the first
place. Besides that, I don't know, I don't have specifics, as to who was involved. I can say that. I mean I read
through the transcripts, I skimmed through it, it was a lot of stuff. The Senate- Actually I can't really speak to
this and on this because we haven't voted on it, but I am dismayed that students at this college reacted to the
email and the very personal ways that they did. I mean, it wasn't our intent to send out an email that, you know,
made people upset. At the same time, I don't think that the Senate was wrong for sending out the email that we
did, and I don't think anything in the constitution says that we cannot send out emails of this nature, citing
whatever sources we desire consulting with whoever we desire.  Whether or not we should is a different
matter. But I think that's not the matter that's before this committee right now.
17:52:31 Dania Hallak: And I just kind of want to re-emphasize that. Just the constitutionality of the email.
Now, I understand the conversation around the sources I was here for the last year and it was understanding
what they're saying. But in the same case of the UMass letter that you're referring to, I wrote that with another
senator fine and there were a lot of different parts of the email that were not only contested by the senate but
like I ended up talking to this gusto and things about it. And those things were controversial but they were, it
was still an important issue they'll speak on. And so I think it's really important that the Senate has the power
to send emails like this. And so just in terms of just the constitutionality I think it's really important just to
recognize that this is within our rights as Senate to be able to send up and was like this, because there will
always be controversy around what the kind of things that we're sending out, especially when they're on really
personal issues like this, and we always strive to do the best we can, in these emails and to be as well formed
as we can. That's why it's not just one person in the senate it's all of us and we all have a say in all, have a
chance to edit these emails and kind of not let it pass if you don't believe in it and things like that. But overall,
at the end of the day it was within our constitutional right to send the email so I think it's really important that
we maintain that right.
17:54:01 Jasper Liles: I think I know in part the answer to this question, but I think it's important to just ask
and get out there. We've spoken a lot about today and spoken a lot about the importance of the emails. But I
think it's important since they're kind of the central issue here, to really sort of explain why the emails are so
important, just for those who might not be as familiar with them, or, you know.
17:54:30 Dania Hallak: Yeah, I mean, the emails are important because like what we've been saying about
being a representative body and then just going back to the guests that you messed him up since I often go off
with that one. It's like I'm like the one I'm most familiar with. For us, it was just really important for us to kind
of give a voice to the black community. And I think also when we're talking about like represented body and
even in a virtual complaint about making sure we have wisdom Austin, of course, we don't want to, you know,
ostracize any students but there were there were people who didn't believe that like that issue need to be talked
about because it wasn't necessarily at Amherst and things like that, but we felt it was important for us to give a
voice to the black community because that wasn't just targeted at like the Mexicans it was targeted at the black
community so these emails, really provide a chance for us as as to kind of stand with these students and these
different voices that might be marginalized on campus and let them know that we as an entity and as a
reflection of the entire campus are standing with them and have our support and be able to do something that's
really impactful because these emails like have created, obviously like even on this topic. like a lot of



discourse that they create change and they create a really big. I think it has a really tangible impact on campus.
So I would say that is like one reason that the most are really important constitutional also add that the A.
17:55:54 Cole Graber-Mitchell: This is a body with a very difficult task were asked to take into to consider
ration the viewpoints of about 2000 students a little bit less, and have their best interests in mind as we
advocate for them to the administration to other students to the staff, faculty and to the community at large.
The as of use it as an integral part of our mission, really, that we are able to draft and sending those like this,
whether they be about clearly campus issues like the walkout things that happen a little bit further from home
and still affect people on campus like like that you know that was sent to the UMass students. And frankly,
events in the world that affect students by virtue of their connection to those places. But also, even if there was
an event in the world that didn't affect any students at Emirates directly. The as would be well within its power
and I think it is our duty to speak out in the name of what we think is Just and right on that issue.
17:57:07 Minji Kim: I have a question in regards to, it is the duty of the as to be able to have the power to
send these emails. But do you think that as is also directly responsible for the consultation of the parties that
will be affected by this email, for instance, like, like the concentration of NSA and Mina, but also possibly of
Hillel in this case, like as Dennis, like the AAS does help take responsibility to send out these emails. Don't
you agree that or do you agree, or do you think that they also have the responsibility of informing parties of
this email.
17:57:45 Cole Graber-Mitchell: No.

Minji Kim: Okay.
17:57:46 Dania Hallak: Like, I should have should be able to decide whether or not to consult which parties
because again, the people who are in as are voted in and elected in by the student body and and therefore are
my representation of the student body, and then therefore given that representation in Senate. Those people
who are in the Senate, those senators are going to be deciding who to consult with because they are
representatives of that student body. And then, so then therefore I feel like I feel like we're falling back into the
art units like, what should and should, as do when it's like the fact that we can do this. Yeah, I thought you
were gonna say.
17:58:24 Cole Graber-Mitchell: no that's exactly what I was gonna say, I'm also turning to the notes that I
have in front of me, they're available online.
17:58:34 Dania Hallak : I also-

Cole Graber-Mitchell:  Oh sorry, go ahead.
17:58:47 Dania Hallak : This thing about, I guess. consulting all parties who are affected. When you ask this
question, do you also claim that when we sent it out, about the UMass, we should have consulted the people
who may, I don't know may have very negative opinions about black people on the campus and people who are
in support of that UMass email?
I guess that's what that's, that's our concern with us consulting, or people within that party and that's why we
believe that us as an AAS, who already have, who are already have people in that senate who are
representative of the body because again they elected, then therefore we should decide who and who should we
not consult, because I cannot imagine who could we be consulting, when we're sending for example that
UMass email, other than potentially like ASCU or BSU.
17:59:29 Kyabeth Rincon: Also, to assert, like, I don't think that the AAS has to consult these groups if they
want to or something. Reason why is even though you have people that represent these people or these
identities, these groups aren’t always representative of everyone who identifies with such identity to set our
like to assume that a group that has like, for example, let's say, I believe that an absolute representative will
entire an Afro Caribbean or black diaspora when I'm tracking this email is also clear on my part.
18:00:15 Mia Griffin: I also just want to clarify.I don't mean we don't want it to be misconstrued as we don't
care about, like, the, the impact on groups and things like that. And that's why AAS has things like public



comment and things like that and anyone can reject AAS and, like, make it be heard and clear that hey this is a
group, this is like an issue or a topic that we would really like to get the word out about. It's just like what you
were saying about how like not all groups are representative of everyone on campus. It's not, it's not possible
for us to go to each and every individual student and ask them how so and so talking about like a topic might
impact them and things like that and that's why we use representative, for things like that. And going back to
us know we didn't consult BSU or ASCU anything like that, because we saw within our rights as senator okay
this is how we will represent our student body and things like that.
18:01:15 Cole Graber-Mitchell: If I can add on for just a moment. There are many reasons that we did not
consult with Hillel regarding the email and you can see those in the minutes.But I think the thing to say is that
the Senate did not think it was necessary.It was brought up as something that we could do and we decided
against it.That was absolutely within our right and our powers to use the AAS email to do, whether or not we
should have done that is a different question and one that I don't think we're really getting into today.
18:01:47 Taz Kim: As it pertains to like clarity then, there was an issue that was brought up last week, that of
like the sign off issue, of like you know, groups who were consulted, MENAA and MSA, and they like didn't
sign off on the email, and there was an issue of the constitutionality was like, there's no transparency here. Can
you speak to that issue.
18:02:13 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Everything that happened pertaining to the email happened in a public
meeting. So, I mean, I frankly don't think that's a very good argument. Anybody could have attended and the
notes, the minutes from the meeting are right here, you know they're publicly available online. And anybody
could have complained about it, which we see here. There is nothing, nothing to hide, during the email. The
reason that MSA and Nina did not sign on was because at the time that we finished email they hadn't offered it
anymore. You know, it was an AAS email, we decided to send it out, because we had written it, and we
thought it was important.  There's no kind of no pen name shenanigans going on here, you know. And if
anybody had been in that meeting, they could have, they could have commented on it.
18:03:06 Maya Foster: Just to further clarify that point. So after you made all the edits that like substantially
changed the email and, like, I guess, made it your own. Did you then, again, run it by MSA and MENAA?
18:03:18 Cole Graber-Mitchell:Not to my knowledge, no. At that point, it was in a public meeting of the
senators.
Maya Foster: Okay, and so no other outside groups were consulted.
Cole Graber-Mitchell:I mean, you know, who knows what senator sends it to another and says hey do you
like this, but no not officially. I don't think we send it to anybody.
18:03:35 Cole Graber-Mitchell I didn't really remember the meeting and I think this is confirmed by the
minutes but we basically presented it, we gave many suggestions, people were going on and editing it.
I essentially said, You can't edit an email by committee, basically this is taking too long, why don't we just
leave it and put edits on the document. I actually put MSA and MENAA in there because I wasn't sure if they
wanted to sign on or not. And then later we took them out because they decided that this wasn't their email,and
then we sent it out. So I think maybe it was mentioned that we were consulted with MENAA on the email, but
we ended up deciding not to do that.
18:04:17 Kyabeth Rincon Also, I would just like to say that the way that we’re talking about this email, just
like, did you talk to Hillel or did you talk to MENAA, like, we can’t assume that those three groups are
representative of everybody and didn't consult one group and decide, hey let’s make sure we talk to MENAA.
Like, it was very much an AAS initiative, and when we do write these emails they tend to be AAS initiatives
because whether we’re  consulting one group, or two groups, we don’t have the capability of assuming which
groups represent who, because each group is different. There’s many different black groups on campus, there
are many different Christian groups on campus, different LatinX groups on campus, like, you can’t assume that



these two groups represent everybody. They aren’t fit to represent the student body, and we decided that this
email was sufficient and representative of what we should say.
18:05:24 Alexandre Jabor So, this is a bit more of a theoretical question, and I mean I think I know the
answer to this but I just wanted to hear your take on it, especially within the context of these emails. One thing
that's really been stressed, is the unanimous vote and the passing of the email, and especially the arguments
that you as representatives of AAS are making in terms of the representative function of the Senate, and the
idea of constituent power and all of that stuff. So, in your mind,how would this situation be changed if, let's
say, a certain group of senators had voted against and made a strong case against it saying that: “no matter
what as it stands, we cannot send this email in its entirety. There are all these issues and they brought up
however many issues they would have liked to and voted no”. How would that have changed the situation in
your view when it comes to the representative question. Let's say that the email still passed, but it was a much
closer vote.
18:06:27 Cole Graber-Mitchell So, in our view that would change nothing. That's because the way that the
Senate works, like many governing bodies, is that the opinion of the Senate is separate from the opinion of its
members of the senators who vote on it. And if 51% of senators, or I mean, that's impossible because we don't
that many senators, but you know if if a majority of senators vote on something to adopt a position on behalf of
the AAS, that position is then the position of the AAS. And it's just as valid if 51% of senators do it or if 100%
of senators do it. Certainly it helps our case that in this case it was unanimous. I think it clearly demonstrates
that the Senate thought this to be within our power and thought this to be incredibly important.
18:07:20 Kyabeth Rincon Before we sent our UMASS letter,email,it was very contentious within the Senate.
We actually motioned to pass it, and it didn’t pass. And then people who then didn’t vote for it or whatever
edited it. Their votes probably changed after they edited it and included their voice in it. Obviously,if the
majority wins, the majority wins, but at the end of the day each senator still has a voice in the act of sending
that email.
18:08:02 Dania Hallak And has the ability to edit it. We all had access to that email and I remember the email
was put on the screen and people were just like, feel free to like go edit it and then at the end just think about
passing it. So like if a senator wanted to change anything, I think they could’ve easily just went in and edited
it.
18:08:26 Jasper Liles I have a couple questions that are tied together. So I think, if I'm not mistaken, the
preamble is a relatively recent addition to the Constitution. Is that correct?
18:08:38 Cole Graber-Mitchell Um, no, I don't know about the preamble. I know we added a value statement
to our website, I don't know about the preamble
18:03:45 Jasper Liles Okay, all right, well, so we'll leave that issue aside. So, earlier, Cole, you mentioned that
you don't see, you know, kind of like the US Constitution, the Preamble doesn't actually bind AAS in any
concrete ways, right? And I guess my question about that is, like in connection with that and then the emails
that are sent right,do y'all feel as if there are any restrictions on the Senate in terms of the emails that it sends?
Like obviously this email, for some people, is clearly in this  kind of a gray area right? Or else we wouldn’t be
here, but, you know there are emails I think that hypothetically AAS could send out that many people would
consider harmful or hateful. Not that this is likely to happen, but in theory it could happen. In your view would
something like that be constitutional? Is there any sort of binding on AAS emails?
18:10:04 Cole Graber-Mitchell So, yeah,that's a good question I should clarify. Our first point in the one that
I think is is strongest, is that the constitution and bylaws do not impose any content restrictions on AAS-- on
our use of the email account, as long as something passes through AAS we are allowed to use the email and
time to set it up. That being said, the AAS like all student organizations at Amherst has to follow the honor
code. And so certainly if we sent out some hateful screed, then I'm sure that there would be some sort of



non-JC hearing about that with the relevant college committees. But no, from the purpose for the purposes of
the constitution and bylaws, I don't think that there are any substantial or any content restrictions.
18:11:06 Kyabeth Rincon: Except those of the school. Like the honor code, community standards, etc etc. So
just those of the school and if it felt like we don't answer to that, if, if we send an email, like for example for
our UMASS email we got backlash from, from being vocal. It’s not like we can send whatever we want. The
same way with faculty and and staff can’t send whatever they want.
18:11:36 Cole Graber-Mitchell: There are consequences,even if it's allowed.
18:11:55 Taz Kim: To that point, I know this is a discussion about constitutionality, and I'll stick by that. But I
believe that there is a serious point of. They brought up last week the people who are at the hearing, they, you
know, they found at least one of the sources that the ADL declared the Jewish voice for peace as anti semitic.
Um, well I think that in general, you know, this is this is a constitutional issue this, that in itself is kind of
serious. So could you address that.
18:12:10 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Yeah, I mean, the, the anti defamation league does not have a great track
record when it comes to organizations that are anti-Zionist. And I would simply say that many of the people
including myself, who worked on the email were Jewish. And we would never knowingly certainly site and
anti-semitic source, nor I think Do we agree that that source is anti-semetic.
18:12:50 Maya Foster: Just for clarity's sake. How did you decide which sources to Include in the email?
18:12:55 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Um, you know I don't remember. Um, I think that one of the senators
involved, you know, found some stuff that they thought was good and put it in. Usually when we write these
emails every senator runs over them, but not everybody can follow every link and, you know, to do intense
research on every resource. So, I think one of the authors ended up putting it in there. I don't who.
18:13:40 Mia Griffin: And to that point you know, we are a student government body so we're elected by our
constituents with the expectation that we will do our best for our capabilities. When it comes to emails like this
and so that's what we always strive for and that's why we have things like, like I said earlier like public
comment and things like that, whether we are always open to criticism but we can only always do the best we
can. Yeah, we make mistakes, but that doesn't change the constitutionality of our actions with one email or
another.
18:13:51 Cole Graber-Mitchell: I'll say that yeah yeah, like, like Mia said, we make mistakes, and maybe we
shouldn't make mistakes to the best of our ability. That's why we have elections, but I don't think the
Constitution says that we cannot make mistakes, that would be too high of a bar to impose.
18:14:28 Jasper Liles: Seems like we’ve hit a little bit of a lieu in questioning, do we maybe want to proceed
to the third point?
18:14:32 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Sure, yeah, okay. So say that JC takes everything we've said to be hogwash,
you disagree. You think that the email we sent out cleanly and clearly abridges, bylaw 20 as interpreted by the
JC, then I would direct your attention to bylaw 19, amending the bylaws and talk a little bit about the
distinction between constitutional provisions and bylaws. The, the restriction, I mean taking for the purposes of
this argument that the email was contravened by a lot to it. I don't actually believe that, as you can tell. The
bylaw 20 is not in the Constitution. And that's important because it is impossible for Senate to amend the
Constitution. In one of its meetings to amend it we need to either submit a referendum to the student body with
I think a two-thirds vote, or we take a three-fourths vote, and then ask the student body. If they can test that
amendment over the course of the next week. So it's impossible for us to rush to amend the Constitution during
a meeting. However, we can amend the bylaws during a meeting, by law 19 amending the bylaws, says the
Senate may amend the AAS bylaws by two-thirds of all of those voting. And so, if the JC takes all finds that
this email is against bylaw 20. We urge the JC to view the senate unanimous vote to send out the email as a
targeted amendment to the bylaws, specifically carving out an exception for the purposes of this email. Which
we clearly, through a unanimous vote, reached the two-thirds threshold for amending the bylaws. And in that



case, then we think the JC should recommend, or should it should rule that that targeted exception be made
clear in bylaws 20 at the website be updated. But we think that it's clear, the Senate has the ability to change
the bylaws at any of its meetings, and that it met the vote threshold for doing so in this case, if the senate
thought that this email would go against by law 20, it would have amended the bylaws to do so and the vote to
send it out, can be construed in that fashion. I mean that's kind of a point that I don't think the JC should
necessarily come to: I hope that you accept our earlier arguments.
18:17:18 Alexandre Jabor: So just a quick clarification on that last set of arguments. So is the argument then
that hypothetically, if you were to forget all the other arguments made in this hearing, that this third point here
wouldn't have to formally go through any processes or even a vote focused on the bylaw itself, but any
decision could be taken a targeted
amendment to something without any formal recognition of that at the time of the vote?
18:18:46 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Provided that we met the threshold of two-thirds which is much higher than
the ordinary vote threshold for conducting senate business. And so in other words, what I'm saying is that if the
AAS had been at 51% on sending this email, then I think that this bylaw in this scenario when we're accepting
the arguments or rejecting the arguments then this bylaw 20 would have said you cannot send it out. But since
it got more than the two-thirds threshold, two-thirds of senators voted in favor of it, then yes, the bylaws are
different from the Constitution, and that there's a reason that this is in the bylaws and not the Constitution. I
mean if you read through with the bylaws. It's about the Senate’s and the AAS’s internal business. It's, it's
about how we structure our meetings, things like rules and committees. It's not about the core function of the
AAS. And so, The Senate through a vote that meets that two-thirds threshold should yes, be able to overrule
the bylaws through targeted amendments, when it pleases.
18:19:12 Mia Griffin: I also did just want to say, this one is possibly a little bit more of a tangent but I was at
the last JC hearing. I heard the experiences of many different members of the Jewish community here at
Amherst, and I just wanted to make it clear that out intent isn’t to invalidate any experiences, antisemitism is
very real in the Amherst community and clearly in our society as a whole. We are just here arguing the
constitutionality of sending emails, and we believe very passionately that it is within our right, and it needs to
be within our right, to be able to send out this kind of messaging throughout the Amherst community.
18:19:47 Dania Hallak: And I believe we did acknowledge the antisemitism in our email, and I can quote. Oh,
also, yes: “We must not conflate critiquing the Israeli government or settlers with antisemitism. We condemn
antisemitism in all forms. We mourn the Israeli civilian lives” which is something that we did right in our
email, and I think the people in the previous hearing that not acknowledge did not, you know, claim as
something that was cited: “Israeli citizen lives that have been lost and we condemn the Israeli occupation that
has caused this violence.” Also, I think the other thing that we write in our email that says “the ongoing crisis
in the Israel-Palestine region is not a religious issue”, which is— also not that we have to explain to JC why we
did not reach out or consult to Hillel, because, again, whoever we consult is within our discussion as a senate
and as a representative body to decide. But one of the reasons that we did not reach out to Hillel, is as we
mentioned in our email this is not a religious issue, and it would be inappropriate for Senate to reach out to just
a bunch of Jewish American students and ask them to speak on the actions of a government. Personally, I'm
Muslim and if somebody comes to me and asks me to speak on the actions of Saudi Arabia, that would be
Islamophobic. So, and also, I mean, other reasons you can also find in our minutes, I mean, not that we have to
defend this, but other reasons are in the minutes mentioning the fact that Hillel does not have a consensus. So
that also further supported our, our decision in not thinking that it would be necessary to consult Hillel, given
that Hillel itself does not have a consensus, and we're in opinion on this topic.
18:22:01 Dania Hallak: And I think it's also obvious, Hillel does not have a consensus on this topic, because
the people who came forward in the last JC hearing and complaint was mostly written by individuals, and



when asked, in the last JC hearing which I was at, they said that they are here representing themselves as
individuals and not as Hillel.
18:22:22 Yeah. So I don't understand how we would be expected to consult that body who does not have a
consensus of an opinion.
18:22:46 Maybe we can’t assume that Hillel represents that large group of students, and it wouldn't be for the
same for any other organization. I mean any other affinity group.
18:23:01 Jasper Liles: So I think one of the major points of constitutionality that maybe we should address
directly is in Article One section C of the Constitution, I believe. And, you know, I just think it'd be nice to
have all of your perspectives on this directly and see sort of your side of it, which says under section, under
like small subsection number one, it says “actively seek and voice the opinions and ideas of their respective
constituencies.” As, uh, I believe that would be a duty. So, I mean you know that could be interpreted as,
there's some degree to which the opinion of constituencies must be sought and voiced, even after senators have
been elected, right. So yeah, I was just wondering how you see that and how that sort of fits into your
argument about representation.
18:24:19 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Yeah, yeah. So let's let's look at this. Article one section three titled “The
Powers and Duties of Senators,” it says senators shall and then lists a number of our responsibilities, these are,
um, these are duties for individuals, not for the Senate as a whole. The Senate as a whole sent out the email,
approved it, the Senate as a whole is a party to this proceeding, not any individual senator. That's very
important, because there are no senators in that senate meeting who signed the email, let's be clear, no Senator
authored that email and sent it out. The Senate authored that email, signed it and sent it out. So that's, that's
what I see first when I look at this. This does not bind the Senate as a whole, it binds individual Senators, and
that's why you find language about serving on committees, attending meetings, it makes no sense to say the
Senate should attend a meeting, you know. And I would argue that every senator in that meeting, to the best of
my knowledge, did actively seek and voice the opinions and ideas of their respective constituencies. You know
it's impossible to say that any senator could speak for all of their constituents. But certainly, this-this was a
campus issue at the time, it's not like we weren't talking to people and learning from them. : You know, I for
one went to the the candlelight vigil, and heard the stories of many students there, that was me actively
seeking. And then I voiced those when I wrote the email and sat in the meeting. So that's-that’s how I’d
respond.
18:25:57 Dania Hallak: I also think that the senators tried their best to, I guess, seek the opinion of their
constituents and that's the way that we learn about, like, Hillel not having a consensus, if we did not have a
member from Hillel, then we would not have learned that piece of information. So I think, and again, not that
this will bind the whole Senate, But I think for the most part Senators that attempt to do their job of
representing the opinion of the constituents that they have. And how we learned that piece of information.
Um, yeah.
18:26:31 Cole Graber-Mitchell: And so, yeah, what Dania was referencing: I don't think we've read it out is
that, Ilyssa in-in the meeting, said that she's a member of Hillel and worked on the document. She was in a
board meeting earlier, and Hillel does not have a unified political stance on the issue and does not want to
express any sort of particular view because of diverse opinions that exists there. Hillel was invented to the
teach-in, sorry, invited to to the teach-in that will be happening soon, and students will probably attend as
individual members but not as an organization.
18:27:00 Cole Graber-Mitchell: Um, So that's-that’s the core of what you were saying..
18:27:02 Dania Hallak: So, I guess like that's what we're trying attempted to say that the senators attempted
their best to represent their communities by telling us, and informing us. I don't think it's a responsibility of
every single senator, to know everything happening on campus. That's why every senator represents identities
that they know and that's like, pretty much what every senator attempted to do in that meeting.



18:27:33 Kyabeth Rincon: Um, awesome, well even individuals senators will bring, um, this article says the
same thing: “actively seek and represent their constituencies”. That does mean that Senators don’t have a voice
for that. Um, there's always going to be like, what’s it called, like people are always going to review what the
AAS does because, like, that's impossible like to represent every single person here, we all come from so many
diverse constituencies and different places. Like, I just think we try and I think we all sent that email. And,
yeah.
18:28:22 Jasper Liles: Are there any more questions? Okay, well, thank you to the respondents.  Um, you
know, I think we hope that the hearing allowed you to express your argument and, you know, answer some
questions. Thanks everyone for joining in here in the Octagon and also on Zoom. This hearing is adjourned.
Thank you.


